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because after weight
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• Type 2 diabetes

• Fatty liver disease

• Sleep apnea

• Cardiovascular
disease

• Osteoarthritis

• Some cancers

• High blood pressure

• Female infertility
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In their daily lives, individuals
with obesity may face bias,
depression, disparities in the
workplace, low self-esteem,
and poor body image14
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US adults by state:17

Some adults with obesity face
discrimination at work, in hiring,
and promotions –

6.1% less

for people with obesity
according to one study 14

In total, the
direct medical
expenses associated
with treating diseases
caused by obesity
accounted for

of US health care
spending in 201416
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Improving obesity-related comorbidities could translate into
substantial health care savings, estimated to be up to
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After losing
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is a serious, chronic, progressive disease which requires
long-term management. It is defined as abnormal or
excessive accumulation of adipose tissue that may impair
health and is recognized as a chronic disease by leading
organizations, including the American Medical Association,
the World Obesity Federation, The Obesity Society,
and many others.1-4
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Many people are unaware of the full severity
of obesity and the implications on health10
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has an indirect
cost on the economy from
work absences, long-term disability,
reduced productivity, and sick pay18
Obesity also impacts national security,
as nearly 1 in 4 young adults in the US
can’t serve in the military due to excess
weight and obesity20
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Obesity: the way forward

Novo Nordisk: Our commitment to improve obesity care

Despite all implications to health, cost, and people, obesity remains
largely under-recognized and under-treated. 21 If obesity trends continue,
more than 44% of the US population would be affected by obesity by 2030 22

44%

by 2030

To understand the what and why behind barriers to care, the ACTION (Awareness Care and Treatment
In Obesity MaNagement) Study sponsored by Novo Nordisk was the first US nationwide study conducted
among people with obesity, health care professionals, and employers. Key findings show us that there
are still misperceptions and behaviors that prevent connection and collaboration in the medical setting:

However, most PwO
(82%) consider weight loss
to be completely their
responsibility and may
not seek help, or medical
treatment from their HCP 23

%
65
believe it is a disease

“

of people with obesity (PwO)

7 out of 10 HCPs

55

yet
only

feel they have a “responsibility to actively
contribute” to patients’ weight loss efforts,

“Telling someone with obesity to simply eat less and move
more is like telling someone with depression to cheer up.
It doesn't go to the root of the problem.”

”

%

of PwO

report receiving an obesity
diagnosis from an HCP24
Dr. Arya M. Sharma
MD/PhD, FRCPC,
leading obesity expert

Changing the way we
view, treat, and care for
obesity calls for open,
productive dialogue among
all stakeholders, including
health care professionals
(HCPs), employers, and
people with obesity

Collaborative action
will result in:
Increasing HCP and patient
engagement in chronic
weight management

Novo Nordisk is a global healthcare company with more than 90 years
of innovation and leadership in diabetes care. We have a strong focus
on addressing the significant unmet medical needs in obesity care and
tackling the many barriers to effective care that people with obesity
experience. Positive change needs to happen on multiple societal levels,
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